Study Abroad IN Economics

Info Session

Wednesday, November 9, 2016
3:00pm - 4:00pm
Andrews Conference Room 2203 SS&H

Enhance your understanding of economic interdependence, global development or even micro-finance by studying abroad at top-tier universities. Program offerings allow you to pursue your degree in almost any country or any language—England, Spain, Italy, Hong Kong, China, Mexico... while absorbing the cultural and historical nuance increasingly recognized as necessary to economic policy applications. Come learn how you can bring your academics to life by complementing your coursework with perspectives from Scandinavia, the United Kingdom, Asia, Latin America or Africa.

CHINA JAPAN CHILE UK TURKEY NEW ZEALAND ITALY KOREA HONG KONG SPAIN FRANCE SWITZERLAND SOUTH AFRICA ... AND MORE!

Study abroad is an integral part of a UC Davis education. Through academic coursework, internships and experiential learning, UC Davis Study Abroad provides every UC Davis student the opportunity to graduate with an international experience. The following programs are available to all students: UC Davis Quarter Abroad, Summer Abroad, Internships Abroad, Seminars Abroad, US Domestic Programs, and UC Education Abroad Program (UCEAP).
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